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Extracting Equivalent Hex Values From A
Coff File
Explains the fundamentals of data communications, and
describes hardware, software, and information utility
services. Also explores various networking strategies for
integrating PC communications requirements into data
communications networks. Includes examples of
available software programs in action, to be used as a
guide for selection.
Gives programmers two–in–one coverage, with both a
"how–to" on SQL functions and a complete SQL
functions reference SQL is the standard language for
database queries; this book?s advanced coverage helps
programmers write their own SQL functions Covers both
the internationally standardized SQL 99 functions and the
hundreds of additional functions introduced by vendors,
including the subtle variations required to successfully
migrate or interoperate between vendor products Covers
the latest versions of the major relational database
management system (RDMS) applications: Microsoft SQL
Server, Oracle, IBM DB2, and MySQL
The Apple / / series of computers represents one of the
most versatile and powerful home computers available. If
you've used your computer for a while, you've probably
become quite familiar with Applesoft BASIC. That's good,
because once you know that, this book will show you
how to graduate from BASIC programming to assembly
language programming. There are many reasons to
program your Apple in assembly language. First and
foremost is speed. Assembly language is about 100
times faster than BASIC. If you're thinking of writing
games or business programs that do sorting, speed is of
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the essence and assembly language is a must. Assembly
language programs usually also require less memory.
Thus you can squeeze more complex programs into a
smaller amount of memory. Finally, assembly language
programs offer you a considerable amount of security,
because they are more difficult to trace and change.
While assembly language is powerful, it doesn't have to
be difficult to learn. In fact, if you can write programs in
Applesoft BASIC, you're already half-way home. This
book assumes you know BASIC and absolutely nothing
about assembly language or machine language. Every
effort has been made to write in nontechnical language
and to set the chapters out in a logical manner,
introducing new concepts in digestible pieces as and
when they are needed, rather than devoting whole
chapters to specific items.
Investigate crimes involving cryptocurrencies and other
blockchain technologies Bitcoin has traditionally been
the payment system of choice for a criminal trading on
the Dark Web, and now many other blockchain
cryptocurrencies are entering the mainstream as traders
are accepting them from low-end investors putting their
money into the market. Worse still, the blockchain can
even be used to hide information and covert messaging,
unknown to most investigators. Investigating
Cryptocurrencies is the first book to help corporate, law
enforcement, and other investigators understand the
technical concepts and the techniques for investigating
crimes utilizing the blockchain and related digital
currencies such as Bitcoin and Ethereum. Understand
blockchain and transaction technologies Set up and run
cryptocurrency accounts Build information about
specific addresses Access raw data on blockchain
ledgers Identify users of cryptocurrencies Extracting
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cryptocurrency data from live and imaged computers
Following the money With nearly $150 billion in
cryptocurrency circulating and $3 billion changing hands
daily, crimes committed with or paid for with digital cash
are a serious business. Luckily, Investigating
Cryptocurrencies Forensics shows you how to detect it
and, more importantly, stop it in its tracks.
sun c++ programmer's guide
Apple IIc and IIe Assembly Language
SQL Functions Programmer's Reference
Pro IronPython
C++ AND OBJECT-ORIENTED PROGRAMMING
PARADIGM
Big Book of Apple Hacks
Separation, Extraction and Concentration Processes in
the Food, Beverage and Nutraceutical Industries
Toxicology of Halogenated Hydrocarbons: Health and
Ecological Effects covers the papers of a symposium held at
the 2nd Chemical Congress of the North American Continent
and the 180th national meeting of the American Chemical
Society in fall of 1980 in Las Vegas, Nevada, USA. The book
contains papers on human exposure and health effects;
hepatotoxicity and carcinogenicity; and cytotoxicity,
teratogenicity, mutagenicity, and neurotoxicity. The text also
presents papers on the metabolism and toxicodynamics of
halogenated hydrocarbons, as well as the embryotoxicity and
environmental fate related to halogenated hydrocarbons in
animals and humans.
Chromatographic Analysis of the Environment, Third Edition
is a detailed handbook on different chromatographic analysis
techniques and chromatographic data for compounds found
in air, water, soil, and sludge. Taking on a new perspective
from previous editions, this third edition discusses the
parameters of each environmental compartment in a
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consistent format that highlights preparation techniques,
chromatographic separation methods, and detection
methods. Most of the data are compiled in tables and figures
to elucidate the text as needed. Separate chapters approach
specific aspects of sampling methods especially designed for
environmental purposes, quantification of environmental
analytes in difficult matrices, and data handling. The second
part of the book focuses on the analysis of hazardous
chemicals in the environment, including volatile organic
carbons (VOCs), polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs),
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), and endocrine-disrupting
chemicals (EDCs). In addition, the authors feature information
on compounds such as phosphates, organic acids,
halogenated VOCs, amines, and n-ntirosamines, isocyanates,
phthalate esters, and humic substances. Presenting important
theoretical and practical aspects from sample collection to
laboratory analysis, Chromatographic Analysis of the
Environment, Third Edition is a unique resource of
chromatographic techniques, data, and references that are
useful to all scientists involved in the analysis of
environmental compounds.
EBOOK: INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAMMING W/JAVA
An explanation of the basic principles of data This book
explains the basic principles of data as buildingblocks of
electronic evidential matter, which are used in a
cyberforensics investigations. The entire text is written with
noreference to a particular operation system or environment,
thus itis applicable to all work environments, cyber
investigationscenarios, and technologies. The text is written in
astep-by-step manner, beginning with the elementary
buildingblocks of data progressing upwards to the
representation andstorage of information. It inlcudes practical
examples andillustrations throughout to guide the reader.
Introductory Computer Forensics
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Proceedings of ICCD 2014, Volume 1
Challenges and Perspectives
Professional ASP.NET 2.0 Security, Membership, and Role
Management
JavaScript Bible
Understanding, Extracting, and Analyzing Blockchain
Evidence
Effective Python recipes for digital investigations
In the history of mankind, three revolutions
which impact the human life are tool-making
revolution, agricultural revolution and
industrial revolution. They have transformed
not only the economy and civilization but the
overall development of the human society.
Probably, intelligence revolution is the next
revolution, which the society will perceive in
the next 10 years. ICCD-2014 covers all
dimensions of intelligent sciences, i.e.
Intelligent Computing, Intelligent
Communication and Intelligent Devices. This
volume covers contributions from Intelligent
Computing, areas such as Intelligent and
Distributed Computing, Intelligent Grid & Cloud
Computing, Internet of Things, Soft Computing
and Engineering Applications, Data Mining and
Knowledge discovery, Semantic and Web
Technology, and Bio-Informatics. This volume
also covers paper from Intelligent Device areas
such as Embedded Systems, RFID, VLSI Design
& Electronic Devices, Analog and Mixed-Signal
IC Design and Testing, Solar Cells and
Photonics, Nano Devices and Intelligent
Robotics.
This textbook provides an introduction to
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digital forensics, a rapidly evolving field for
solving crimes. Beginning with the basic
concepts of computer forensics, each of the
book’s 21 chapters focuses on a particular
forensic topic composed of two parts:
background knowledge and hands-on
experience through practice exercises. Each
theoretical or background section concludes
with a series of review questions, which are
prepared to test students’ understanding of the
materials, while the practice exercises are
intended to afford students the opportunity to
apply the concepts introduced in the section on
background knowledge. This experienceoriented textbook is meant to assist students in
gaining a better understanding of digital
forensics through hands-on practice in
collecting and preserving digital evidence by
completing various exercises. With 20 studentdirected, inquiry-based practice exercises,
students will better understand digital forensic
concepts and learn digital forensic investigation
techniques. This textbook is intended for upper
undergraduate and graduate-level students
who are taking digital-forensic related courses
or working in digital forensics research. It can
also be used by digital forensics practitioners,
IT security analysts, and security engineers
working in the IT security industry, particular IT
professionals responsible for digital
investigation and incident handling or
researchers working in these related fields as a
reference book.
Developing a knowledge model helps to
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formalize the difficult task of analyzing crime
incidents in addition to preserving and
presenting the digital evidence for legal
processing. The use of data analytics
techniques to collect evidence assists forensic
investigators in following the standard set of
forensic procedures, techniques, and methods
used for evidence collection and extraction.
Varieties of data sources and information can
be uniquely identified, physically isolated from
the crime scene, protected, stored, and
transmitted for investigation using AI
techniques. With such large volumes of forensic
data being processed, different deep learning
techniques may be employed. Confluence of AI,
Machine, and Deep Learning in Cyber Forensics
contains cutting-edge research on the latest AI
techniques being used to design and build
solutions that address prevailing issues in
cyber forensics and that will support efficient
and effective investigations. This book seeks to
understand the value of the deep learning
algorithm to handle evidence data as well as
the usage of neural networks to analyze
investigation data. Other themes that are
explored include machine learning algorithms
that allow machines to interact with the
evidence, deep learning algorithms that can
handle evidence acquisition and preservation,
and techniques in both fields that allow for the
analysis of huge amounts of data collected
during a forensic investigation. This book is
ideally intended for forensics experts, forensic
investigators, cyber forensic practitioners,
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researchers, academicians, and students
interested in cyber forensics, computer science
and engineering, information technology, and
electronics and communication.
Description:In the year 2017, Bitcoin touched a
market capitalisation of over 100 billion dollars.
In the year 2014, one Bitcoin could buy about
500 dollars, just three years later one Bitcoin
buys 5,000 dollars. The Initial Coin offering is
becoming the preferred method of raising
money. Many countries like Dubai have
announced their own crypto currency called
emCash.Bitcoin, Ethereum, Blockchain are the
most difficult technologies to understand.
That's why most people including technology
folks cannot understand the future direction of
these technologies. The only way to understand
anything complex is by going back to the
basics.This is what we do in this book. We
explain every byte of the Bitcoin blockchain
that is downloaded on your computer. only by
going back to your roots can you understand
anything complex.Most of the code in this book
is written in Python as today, it is the easiest
language to use. The Bitcoin Source is written
only in C++. Most of the important Bitcoin data
structures are only documented in code, a bare
knowledge of reading and not writing C++ will
help. Finally, the official client for Ethereum is
written in the programming language Go.It is
written for a programmer, We use code and not
words to describe a blockchain. We believe that
all kinds of people including non technology
folks will need some programming knowledge
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to grasp the basic concepts of the blockchain.
There is no other way to understand this
technology.Finally, we end the book with the
biggest use of smart Contracts which is raising
money using a ICO. Our primary focus is on
Bitcoin and Blockchains and not on Ethereum
and smart contracts which comprises only 4
chapters.International Currency transfers are
very expensive today. With the advent of the
Lighting Network and sideshains, the Bitcoin
blockchain can scale to a level where it can
handle transactions faster than any credit card
transaction.One of the recent bigger
innovations of Blockchain technology is the
Initial Coin offering or a ICO. This will enable
millions of people to invest in companies using
blockchain technology. This will help us
understand the technologies under the hood
that makes it happen.Table of contents:Chapter
1: Basics of the Bitcoin Block HeaderChapter 2:
Transactions - BasicsChapter 3: Computing the
Merkle HashChapter 4: Bitcoin
AddressesChapter 5: Vanity Bitcoin
AddressesChapter 6: Difficulty and
NonceChapter 7: Storing Bitcoin Transactions
using SQLChapter 8: Transactions - Inputs and
OutputsChapter 9: Hiding Data in the
blockchainChapter 10: Signing
TransactionsChapter 11: Roll your own
transactionChapter 12: Client and
ServerChapter 13: Notaries and
OP_RETURNChapter 14: Pay to Script Hash or
Multi-Sig Bitcoin addressesChapter 15: Basic
NetworkingChapter 16: More
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NetworkingChapter 17: Hashes SHA0 and
SHA1Chapter 18: Hashes - Sha-256 and
RipeMD-160Chapter 19: ECC with Sage - Part
1Chapter 20: ECC with Sage Part 2Chapter 21:
Sending our own transactionChapter 22:
Sending one transaction without using library
functionsChapter 23: Index folderChapter 24:
UTXO DatasetChapter 25: WalletsChapter 26:
Rev/Undo filesChapter 27: peers.dat and
banlist.datChapter 28: Miners, blocks and
moreChapter 29: fee_estimates.datChapter 30:
Building the Bitcoin Source codeChapter 31:
Testing Bitcoin for bugsChapter 32: Ethereum
SolidityChapter 33: Ethereum leveldb keys and
GOLANGChapter 34: Ethereum Unravelling the
State MachineChapter 35: Bitcoin Cash vs
Segwit vs Segwit2xChapter 36: Bitcoin Core
0.15, UTXO and moreChapter 37: Transactions
and Blocks - Error ChecksChapter 38: ICO and
Smart Contract SecurityChapter 39: What is a
Bitcoin and a BlockchainChapter 40: AI and
Blockchain - Never The Twain Shall Meet
THE UNDOCUMENTED INTERNALS OF THE
BITCOIN ETHEREUM AND BLOCKCHAINS
Confluence of AI, Machine, and Deep Learning
in Cyber Forensics
EBOOK: INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAMMING
W/JAVA
Visualization Methods in High Performance
Computing and Flow Simulation
Proceedings of the International Workshop on
Visualization, Paderborn, 18-21 January 1994
Advanced Programmer's Guide and Reference
A Hands-on Practical Approach
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This book is designed as a laboratory
manual of methods used for the
preparation and extraction of organic
chemical compounds from food sources.
It offers ideas on how to facilitate
progress towards the total automation
of the assay, as well as proposing
assays for unknowns by comparison with
known methods. Beginning with an
introduction to extraction methodology,
Extraction of Organic Analytes from
Foods then progresses through sample
preparation, extraction techniques
(partition, solvation, distillation,
adsorption and diffusion) and
applications. Subject indices for the
applications are organised by
commodity, method, chemical class and
analyte, and provide useful examples of
references from the literature to
illustrate historical development of
the techniques. Examples of methods
that have been compared, combined or
used in collaborative trials have been
correlated and used to form the
beginnings of a database that can be
expanded and updated to provide a
laboratory reference source. Logically
structured and with numerous examples,
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Extraction of Organic Analytes from
Foods will be invaluable to practising
food analysts as both a reference and
training guide. In addition, the
introductory sections in each chapter
have been written with food science and
technology students in mind, making
this an important title for academic
libraries.
Standard C++ provides a foundation for
creating new, improved, and more
powerful C++ components. IOStreams and
locales are two such major components
for text internationalization. As
critical as these two APIs are,
however, there are few resources
devoted to explaining them. "Standard
C++ IOStreams and Locales" fills this
informational gap. It provides a
comprehensive description of, and
reference to, the iostreams and locales
classes, showing how to put them to use
and offering advanced information on
customizing and extending their basic
operation. Written by two experts
involved with the development of the
standard, this book reveals the
rationale behind the design of the APIs
and points out their potential
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pitfalls. This book serves as both a
guide and a reference to C++
components. Part I explains iostreams,
what they are, how they are used, their
underlying architectural concepts, and
the techniques for extending the
iostream framework. Part II introduces
internationalization and shows you how
to adapt your program to local
conventions. Readers seeking an initial
overview of the problem domain will
find an explanation of what
internationalization and localization
are, how they are related, and how they
differ. With examples, the authors show
the differences among cultural
conventions, how C++ locales can be
used to address such differences, and
how locale framework can be extended to
handle further, nonstandard cultural
conventions. "Standard C++ IOStreams
and Locales" Explains formatting and
error indication features of iostreams
in detail Describes underlying concepts
of the iostreams framework Demonstrates
implementation of i/o operations for
user-defined types Shows techniques for
implementing extended stream and stream
buffer classes Introduces
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internationalization Explains how to
use standard features for
internationalization Demonstrates
techniques for implementation of userdefined internationalization services
IOStreams and locales serve as a
foundation library that provides a
number of ready-to-use interfaces, as
well as frameworks that can be
customized and extended. The class
reference to C++ IOStreams and locales
completes this comprehensive resource,
which belongs in the libraries of all
intermediate and advanced C++
programmers. 0201183951B04062001
This volume constitutes the refereed
proceedings of the workshops which
complemented the 20th Joint European
Conference on Machine Learning and
Knowledge Discovery in Databases, ECML
PKDD, held in September 2020. Due to
the COVID-19 pandemic the conference
and workshops were held online. The 43
papers presented in volume were
carefully reviewed and selected from
numerous submissions. The volume
presents the papers that have been
accepted for the following workshops:
5th Workshop on Data Science for Social
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Good, SoGood 2020; Workshop on
Parallel, Distributed and Federated
Learning, PDFL 2020; Second Workshop on
Machine Learning for Cybersecurity,
MLCS 2020, 9th International Workshop
on New Frontiers in Mining Complex
Patterns, NFMCP 2020, Workshop on Data
Integration and Applications, DINA
2020, Second Workshop on Evaluation and
Experimental Design in Data Mining and
Machine Learning, EDML 2020, Second
International Workshop on eXplainable
Knowledge Discovery in Data Mining,
XKDD 2020; 8th International Workshop
on News Recommendation and Analytics,
INRA 2020. The papers from INRA 2020
are published open access and licensed
under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution 4.0 International License.
Separation, extraction and
concentration are essential processes
in the preparation of key food
ingredients. They play a vital role in
the quality optimization of common
foods and beverages and there is also
increasing interest in their use for
the production of high-value compounds,
such as bioactive peptides from milk
and whey, and the recovery of coPage 15/33
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products from food processing wastes.
Part one describes the latest advances
in separation, extraction and
concentration techniques, including
supercritical fluid extraction, process
chromatography and membrane
technologies. It also reviews emerging
techniques of particular interest, such
as pervaporation and pressurised liquid
extraction. Part two then focuses on
advances in separation technologies and
their applications in various sectors
of the food, beverage and nutraceutical
industries. Areas covered include dairy
and egg processing, oilseed extraction,
and brewing. This section discusses the
characteristics of different foods and
fluids, how food constituents are
affected by separation processes and
how separation processes can be
designed and operated to optimize end
product quality. With its team of
experienced international contributors,
Separation, extraction and
concentration processes in the food,
beverage and nutraceutical industries
is an important reference source for
professionals concerned with the
development and optimisation of these
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processes. Describes the latest
advances in separation, extraction and
concentration techniques and their
applications in various sectors of the
food, beverage and nutraceutical
industries Reviews emerging techniques
of particular interest, such as
pervaporation and pressurised liquid
extraction Explores the characteristics
of different foods and fluids and how
food constituents are affected by
separation processes
"Digital Computers" and Data Processors
Studies in Natural Products Chemistry
A Competency-Based Education Course
Frontier Applications Prepared for
Special Summer Conferences at the
University of Michigan
Understanding Data Communications
ECML PKDD 2020 Workshops
Health and Ecological Effects
The Big Book of Apple Hacks offers a grab bag of tips,
tricks and hacks to get the most out of Mac OS X
Leopard, as well as the new line of iPods, iPhone, and
Apple TV. With 125 entirely new hacks presented in
step-by-step fashion, this practical book is for serious
Apple computer and gadget users who really want to
take control of these systems. Many of the hacks take
you under the hood and show you how to tweak system
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preferences, alter or add keyboard shortcuts, mount
drives and devices, and generally do things with your
operating system and gadgets that Apple doesn't expect
you to do. - Publisher.
Studies in Natural Products Chemistry, Volume 68,
covers the synthesis or testing and recording of the
medicinal properties of natural products, providing
cutting-edge accounts surrounding developments in the
isolation, structure elucidation, synthesis, biosynthesis
and pharmacology of a diverse array of bioactive
natural products and their exciting developments in
phytochemistry. As natural products in the plant and
animal kingdom offer a huge diversity of chemical
structures that are the result of biosynthetic processes
that have been modulated over the millennia through
genetic effects, their uses in new drug developments in
the pharmaceutical industry has become increasingly
important. With rapid developments in spectroscopic
techniques and accompanying advances in highthroughput screening techniques, the ability to rapidly
isolate and determine the structures and biological
activity of natural products has created opportunities
for future drug therapies and uses. Focuses on the
chemistry and phytochemistry applications of bioactive
natural products Contains contributions by leading
authorities in the field of natural products chemistry
Presents sources of new pharmacophores and
pharmacognosy
For programmers, analysts, and database
administrators, SQL in a Nutshell is the essential
reference for the SQL language used in today's most
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popular database products. This new edition clearly
documents every SQL command according to the latest
ANSI standard, and details how those commands are
implemented in Microsoft SQL Server 2008, Oracle 11g,
and the MySQL 5.1 and PostgreSQL 8.3 open source
database products. You'll also get a concise overview of
the Relational Database Management System (RDBMS)
model, and a clear-cut explanation of foundational
RDBMS concepts -- all packed into a succinct,
comprehensive, and easy-to-use format. This book
provides: Background on the Relational Database Model,
including current and previous SQL standards
Fundamental concepts necessary for understanding
relational databases and SQL commands An alphabetical
command reference to SQL statements, according to the
SQL2003 ANSI standard The implementation of each
command by MySQL, Oracle, PostgreSQL, and SQL
Server An alphabetical reference of the ANSI SQL2003
functions, as well as the vendor implementations
Platform-specific functions unique to each
implementation Beginning where vendor documentation
ends, SQL in a Nutshell distills the experiences of
professional database administrators and developers
who have used SQL variants to support complex
enterprise applications. Whether SQL is new to you, or
you've been using SQL since its earliest days, you'll get
lots of new tips and techniques in this book.
Earlier two editions of this practice-oriented book have
been well accepted over the past decade by students,
teachers and professionals. Inspired by the avid
response, the author is enthused to bring out the third
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edition, improving upon the concepts with glimpses of
C++11 features. This book presents a unique blending of
C++ as one of the most widely used programming
languages of today in the backdrop of object-oriented
programming (OOP) paradigm and modelling. Along
with an overview of C++ programming and basic objectoriented (OO) concepts, it also provides the standard
and advanced features of C++ for further study. The text
establishes the philosophy of OOP by highlighting the
core features of C++ and demonstrating the semantic
differences between the procedural paradigm of C and
the object-oriented paradigm of C++. The present edition
updates and elaborates on the following topics:
Reference data types Inline functions Parameter
passing‒passing pointers by value as well as by
reference Polymorphism: overloading and overriding
Lambda expressions and anonymous functions Rvalue
reference, move constructor and assignment operator
Phases of software development UML Primarily
intended as a text for undergraduate and postgraduate
students of engineering, computer applications and
management, and also to practicing professionals, the
book should also prove to be a stimulating study as a
reference for all those who have a keen interest in the
subject.
Practical Information Security
Data Communications Networking Devices
Standard C++ IOStreams and Locales
Foundation Actionscript 3.0 Animation
A Manual of Methods
Cyber Forensics
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Python Digital Forensics Cookbook

Now in its third edition, Understanding Data
Comunications, provides a comprehensive
introduction to the field of data
communications for both students and
professionals. Assuming no prior knowledge of
the field, it presents an overview of the role of
communications, their importance, and the
fundamental concepts of using the ISO's
7-layer approach to present the various
aspects of networking. * Covers the evolving
high speed network access via digital
subscriber line, cable modems and wireless
communication. * Examines the role of
regulatory and standardization bodies, the
operation of the Internet and the use of a
variety of electronic applications. * Includes a
series of comprehensive questions covering
the important concepts from each section. *
Describes the digital network used by
communications carriers and the methods
used to obtain access to the digital highway. *
Discusses frequency division multiplexing
which forms the foundation for the operation
of several types of high speed digital
subscriber line. Aimed at the senior level
undergraduate and graduate computer
science student, it is also essential reading for
data processing professionals and those
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involved in computer science and data
communications.
This updated and expanded Second Edition of
Dr. Erickson's Analytical Chemistry of PCBs
appears a decade after the first and is
completely revised and updated. The changes
from the First Edition reflect the significant
growth in the area and a growing appreciation
of the importance of PCB analysis to our
culture. This book is a comprehensive review
of the analytical chemistry of PCBs. It is part
history, part annotated bibliography, part
comparison, and part guidance. Featuring a
new chapter on analyst/customer interactions
and several new appendices, the Second
Edition is an invaluable resource for both
chemists with no experience in PCB analysis
and seasoned PCB researchers. All topics have
been more thoroughly treated and updated in
this new edition to reflect advances made in
the last decade, especially:
Over 60 recipes to help you learn digital
forensics and leverage Python scripts to
amplify your examinations About This Book
Develop code that extracts vital information
from everyday forensic acquisitions. Increase
the quality and efficiency of your forensic
analysis. Leverage the latest resources and
capabilities available to the forensic
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community. Who This Book Is For If you are a
digital forensics examiner, cyber security
specialist, or analyst at heart, understand the
basics of Python, and want to take it to the
next level, this is the book for you. Along the
way, you will be introduced to a number of
libraries suitable for parsing forensic artifacts.
Readers will be able to use and build upon the
scripts we develop to elevate their analysis.
What You Will Learn Understand how Python
can enhance digital forensics and
investigations Learn to access the contents of,
and process, forensic evidence containers
Explore malware through automated static
analysis Extract and review message contents
from a variety of email formats Add depth and
context to discovered IP addresses and
domains through various Application Program
Interfaces (APIs) Delve into mobile forensics
and recover deleted messages from SQLite
databases Index large logs into a platform to
better query and visualize datasets In Detail
Technology plays an increasingly large role in
our daily lives and shows no sign of stopping.
Now, more than ever, it is paramount that an
investigator develops programming expertise
to deal with increasingly large datasets. By
leveraging the Python recipes explored
throughout this book, we make the complex
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simple, quickly extracting relevant
information from large datasets. You will
explore, develop, and deploy Python code and
libraries to provide meaningful results that
can be immediately applied to your
investigations. Throughout the Python Digital
Forensics Cookbook, recipes include topics
such as working with forensic evidence
containers, parsing mobile and desktop
operating system artifacts, extracting
embedded metadata from documents and
executables, and identifying indicators of
compromise. You will also learn to integrate
scripts with Application Program Interfaces
(APIs) such as VirusTotal and PassiveTotal,
and tools such as Axiom, Cellebrite, and
EnCase. By the end of the book, you will have
a sound understanding of Python and how you
can use it to process artifacts in your
investigations. Style and approach Our
succinct recipes take a no-frills approach to
solving common challenges faced in
investigations. The code in this book covers a
wide range of artifacts and data sources.
These examples will help improve the
accuracy and efficiency of your analysis—no
matter the situation.
The bestselling JavaScript reference, now
updated to reflect changes in technology and
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best practices As the most comprehensive
book on the market, the JavaScript Bible is a
classic bestseller that keeps you up to date on
the latest changes in JavaScript, the leading
technology for incorporating interactivity into
Web pages. Part tutorial, part reference, this
book serves as both a learning tool for
building new JavaScript skills as well as a
detailed reference for the more experienced
JavaScript user. You'll get up-to-date coverage
on the latest JavaScript practices that have
been implemented since the previous edition,
as well as the most updated code listings that
reflect new concepts. Plus, you'll learn how to
apply the latest JavaScript exception handling
and custom object techniques. Coverage
includes: JavaScript's Role in the World Wide
Web and Beyond Developing a Scripting
Strategy Selecting and Using Your Tools
JavaScript Essentials Your First JavaScript
Script Browser and Document Objects Scripts
and HTML Documents Programming
Fundamentals Window and Document Objects
Forms and Form Elements Strings, Math, and
Dates Scripting Frames and Multiple Windows
Images and Dynamic HTML The String Object
The Math, Number, and Boolean Objects The
Date Object The Array Object JSON - Native
JavaScript Object Notation E4X - Native XML
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Processing Control Structures and Exception
Handling JavaScript Operators Function
Objects and Custom Objects Global Functions
and Statements Document Object Model
Essentials Generic HTML Element Objects
Window and Frame Objects Location and
History Objects Document and Body Objects
Link and Anchor Objects Image, Area, Map,
and Canvas Objects Event Objects Practical
examples of working code round out this new
edition and contribute to helping you learn
JavaScript quickly yet thoroughly.
Investigating Cryptocurrencies
Workshops of the European Conference on
Machine Learning and Knowledge Discovery in
Databases (ECML PKDD 2020): SoGood 2020,
PDFL 2020, MLCS 2020, NFMCP 2020, DINA
2020, EDML 2020, XKDD 2020 and INRA 2020,
Ghent, Belgium, September 14–18, 2020,
Proceedings
Toxicology of Halogenated Hydrocarbons
Ruby Cookbook
28TH EUROPEAN SYMPOSIUM ON COMPUTER
AIDED PROCESS ENGINEERING
Notes on Digital Computers and Data
Processors
Revue roumaine de chimie
The developments of new algorithms in applied
mathematics, of new concepts in computer sciences,
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and of new hardware in computer technology have
led to an immense output of data streams describing
the solutions of important physical or technological
problems. In order to understand and to explore the
results of calculations, new visualization methods
have been developed. These novel methods are
indispensable for mathematicians and engineers
working with problems such as flow theory or
elasticity. These proceedings contain selected
contributions from the DFG-workshop on
visualization, held at the University of Paderborn,
January 18--20, 1994, and will be of interest to
researchers in the above mentioned fields.
Do you want to push Ruby to its limits? The Ruby
Cookbook is the most comprehensive problemsolving guide to today's hottest programming
language. It gives you hundreds of solutions to realworld problems, with clear explanations and
thousands of lines of code you can use in your own
projects. From data structures and algorithms, to
integration with cutting-edge technologies, the Ruby
Cookbook has something for every programmer.
Beginners and advanced Rubyists alike will learn
how to program with: Strings and numbers Arrays
and hashes Classes, modules, and namespaces
Reflection and metaprogramming XML and HTML
processing Ruby on Rails (including Ajax integration)
Databases Graphics Internet services like email,
SSH, and BitTorrent Web services Multitasking
Graphical and terminal interfaces If you need to
write a web application, this book shows you how to
get started with Rails. If you're a system
administrator who needs to rename thousands of
files, you'll see how to use Ruby for this and other
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everyday tasks. You'll learn how to read and write
Excel spreadsheets, classify text with Bayesian
filters, and create PDF files. We've even included a
few silly tricks that were too cool to leave out, like
how to blink the lights on your keyboard. The Ruby
Cookbook is the most useful book yet written about
Ruby. When you need to solve a problem, don't
reinvent the wheel: look it up in the Cookbook.
This is the first definitive and authoritative book
available on ActionScript 3 animation techniques.
ActionScript animation is a very popular discipline
for Flash developers to learn. The essential skill set
has been learned by many Flash developers through
the first edition of this book. This has now been
updated to ActionScript 3, Adobe's new and
improved scripting language. All of the code has
been updated, and some new techniques have been
added to take advantage of ActionScript 3's new
features, including the display list and new event
architecture. The code can be used with the Flash 9
IDE, Flex Builder 2, or the free Flex 2 SDK.
IronPython represents a unique direction for
developers interested in working with dynamic
languages within the .NET Framework. Whether
you're looking to develop applications from scratch
or add functionality and maintainability to an existing
application, IronPython opens many doors while
providing a high–speed, high–performance language
that integrates tightly with other .NET languages.
Learn to create applications using the benefits of a
dynamically typed language. Discover how to
leverage the power of IronPython to improve existing
applications. Explore interacting with other .NET
languages by invoking the common language
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runtime.
Analytical Chemistry of PCBs
Extraction of Organic Analytes from Foods
Tips & Tools for Unlocking the Power of Your Apple
Devices
Analyze Android devices with the latest forensic tools
and techniques, 2nd Edition
Communications Concepts, Hardware
Considerations, Software Features, Networking
Strategies
Intelligent Computing, Communication and Devices
Ionic Liquids in the Biorefinery Concept

RFID HandbookApplications, Technology, Security, and
PrivacyCRC Press
Now companies can better use communication systems
with this book of the numerous devices employed in the
design, modification or optimization of data
communications networks.
28th European Symposium on Computer Aided Process
Engineering, Volume 43 contains the papers presented at
the 28th European Society of Computer-Aided Process
Engineering (ESCAPE) event held in Graz, Austria June
10-13 , 2018. It is a valuable resource for chemical
engineers, chemical process engineers, researchers in
industry and academia, students, and consultants for
chemical industries. Presents findings and discussions
from the 28th European Society of Computer-Aided
Process Engineering (ESCAPE) event
A comprehensive guide to Android forensics, from setting
up the workstation to analyzing key artifacts Key
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FeaturesGet up and running with modern mobile forensic
strategies and techniquesAnalyze the most popular
Android applications using free and open source forensic
toolsLearn malware detection and analysis techniques to
investigate mobile cybersecurity incidentsBook
Description Many forensic examiners rely on commercial,
push-button tools to retrieve and analyze data, even
though there is no tool that does either of these jobs
perfectly. Learning Android Forensics will introduce you
to the most up-to-date Android platform and its
architecture, and provide a high-level overview of what
Android forensics entails. You will understand how data is
stored on Android devices and how to set up a digital
forensic examination environment. As you make your way
through the chapters, you will work through various
physical and logical techniques to extract data from
devices in order to obtain forensic evidence. You will also
learn how to recover deleted data and forensically
analyze application data with the help of various open
source and commercial tools. In the concluding chapters,
you will explore malware analysis so that you’ll be able
to investigate cybersecurity incidents involving Android
malware. By the end of this book, you will have a
complete understanding of the Android forensic process,
you will have explored open source and commercial
forensic tools, and will have basic skills of Android
malware identification and analysis. What you will
learnUnderstand Android OS and architectureSet up a
forensics environment for Android analysisPerform
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logical and physical data extractionsLearn to recover
deleted dataExplore how to analyze application
dataIdentify malware on Android devicesAnalyze Android
malwareWho this book is for If you are a forensic analyst
or an information security professional wanting to
develop your knowledge of Android forensics, then this is
the book for you. Some basic knowledge of the Android
mobile platform is expected.
From Fundamentals to Networking
Communicating with the IBM PC Series
Chromatographic Analysis of the Environment, Third
Edition
Applications, Technology, Security, and Privacy
Learning Android Forensics
RFID Handbook
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) tagging is now
used by the department of defense and many of the
world’s largest retailers including Wal-Mart. As RFID
continues to infiltrate industries worldwide, organizations
must harness a clear understanding of this technology in
order to maximize its potential and protect against the
potential risks it poses. The RFID Handbook provides an
overview of RFID technology, its associated security and
privacy risks, and recommended practices that will
enable organizations to realize productivity
improvements while also protecting sensitive information
and the privacy of individuals. Expert contributors
present a host of applications including RFID enabled
automated receiving, triage with RFID for massive
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incidents, RFID and NFC in relation to mobile phones,
and RFID technologies for communication robots and a
privacy preserving video surveillance system. The
unprecedented coverage also includes detailed
descriptions of adaptive splitting protocols as well as treebased and probabilistic anti-collision protocols. Drawing
on its distinguished editors and world-renowned
contributors, this one-of-a-kind handbook serves as the
ultimate reference on RFID, from basic research
concepts to future applications.
This textbook presents a practical introduction to
information security using the Competency Based
Education (CBE) method of teaching. The content and
ancillary assessment methods explicitly measure student
progress in the three core categories: Knowledge, Skills,
and Experience, giving students a balance between
background knowledge, context, and skills they can put
to work. Students will learn both the foundations and
applications of information systems security;
safeguarding from malicious attacks, threats, and
vulnerabilities; auditing, testing, and monitoring; risk,
response, and recovery; networks and
telecommunications security; source code security;
information security standards; and compliance laws.
The book can be used in introductory courses in security
(information, cyber, network or computer security),
including classes that don’t specifically use the CBE
method, as instructors can adjust methods and
ancillaries based on their own preferences. The book
content is also aligned with the Cybersecurity
Competency Model, proposed by department of
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homeland security. The author is an active member of
The National Initiative for Cybersecurity Education
(NICE), which is led by the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST). NICE is a partnership
between government, academia, and the private sector
focused on cybersecurity education, training, and
workforce development.
A Desktop Quick Reference Guide
Notes on the Special Summer Conference on Digital
Computers and Data Processes and Reports Form
Users
From Data to Digital Evidence
SQL in a Nutshell
Professional ASP.NET 3.5 Security, Membership, and
Role Management with C# and VB
Making Things Move!
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